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Grooming

Advantage

Bare Season

Jn summer, your skin goes on display.
Take better care of it and you'll have
nothing to hide.

PANTS, SHIRTS, AND SHOES OFFER LESS COVERAGE IN HOT WEATHER. SUDDENLY

your skin-and how well you care for it- becomes impossible to conceal.
"Grooming is the first thing people notice," says Lauren Solomon, an
image consultant in Newport Beach, California. So run down this checklist
to make sure you put your best face-and body-forward. -sANDRA NYGAARD

LOOK TAN RIGin' NOW

Put on a shirt that's pink, red, or orange. These
colors reflect off skin for a warm, flush illusion,

says image consultant Lauren Solomon.
LOOK TAN IN A PD HOURS
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Use a sen-tanner that contains dihydroxyacetone, which reacts with epidermal proteins to
darken skin. Try the 2-ln-1 Dr. Dennis Gross
Alpha Beta Glow Pads. They exfoliate to pre-
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vent uneven coloring. $32 for 20, sephora.com
K TAN IN A I'BW WUIC8

Eat more foods with beta-carotene, like carrots
and sweet potatoes. In a University of Bristol
study, beta-carotene supplements gave people
noticeably more color after just 8 weeks.

PROBLEM

PROBLEM

PROBLEM

Dry, brittle hair from
chlorine exposure

A greasy, shiny billboard of a forehead

Winter fur covering
your body

SOLUTION

SOLUTION

SOLUTION

After you're out of the
pool, rinse your hair in
fresh water and apply a
leave-in conditioner to
restore moisture. says
Mark LaRocco, a stylist
at Beauty Collection in
West Hollywood. And
once a week, use a
clarifying shampoo to
remove harsh residues.
LaRocco likes Bumble
and Bumble Sunday
Shampoo. $23. bumble

Use a product that can
simultaneously regulate oil production and
provide a subtle matte
effect to the surface of
your skin. We like Fresh
Umbrian Clay Mattifying Serum. It relies on
herbal meadowsweet
extract to control oil
and shine. and it contains clay to neutralize
irritating acids and help
clarify your complexion.

andbumble.com

$35. fresh.com

Buy a good trimmer,
like Remington's Head
to Toe Personal Grooming System. Trim chest
hair to half an inch, erring on the lengthy side
to avoid stubble, says
New York City photo
stylist Scott McMahan.
For your back fur, buzz
on the lowest setting
and then use a safety
razor to shave with the
grain. $30, remington
products. com

PROBLEM

PROBLEM

PROBLEM

Acne on your back
and chest

Sharp, unsightly
toenails

Thick, hard, cracked
heel calluses

SOLUTION

Loofahs and back
brushes can aggravate
skin conditions, says
Paul Jarrod Frank, M.D..
a Manhattan dermatol·
• ogist. So use an exfoliant with salicylic acid.
In a Chinese study, 4
weeks of salicylic acid
treatment improved
acne in 95 percent of
participants. Try Peter
Thomas Roth Anti-Aging
Buffing Beads. $35,

peterthomasroth.com
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Your toenails shouldn't
extend beyond the tips
of your toes, says
Deborah Lippmann, a
celebrity manicurist in
New York City. She recommends trimming
them straight across,
with slightly rounded
edges. A sturdy set of
clippers, like the nonslip model from Ace,
will make the job seem
only half as tedious.

Ease up. "Scrubbing
too hard with a pumice
or callus razor can
actually cause skin to
grow thicker," says Dr.
Frank. So wait until
after a warm shower
and apply a product
that contains urea. a
compound that simultaneously softens and
heals damaged skin.
We like Eucerin
Intensive Repair lotion.

$6, drugstore.com

$9, drugstore.com

